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Abstrat
Shedule synthesis based on reahability analysis of timed automata has reeived atten-
tion in the last few years. The main strength of this approah is that the expressiveness of
timed automata allows { unlike many lassial approahes { the modelling of sheduling
problems of very dierent kinds. Furthermore, the models are robust against hanges
in the parameter setting and against hanges in the problem speiation. This paper
presents a ase study that was provided by Axxom, an industrial partner of the Ametist
projet. It onsists of a sheduling problem for laquer prodution, and is treated with
the timed automata approah. A number of problems have to be addressed for the mod-
elling task: the information transfer from the industrial partner, the derivation of timed
automaton model for the ase study, and the heuristis that have to be added in order to
redue the searh spae. We try to isolate the generi problems of modelling for model
heking, and suggest solutions that are also appliable for other sheduling ases. Model
heking experiments indiate that { for this problem { the timed automata approah is
ompetitive with Axxom's planning tool.
Keywords: Sheduling, model heking, timed automata, ost optimization, industrial
ase study.
1 Introdution
Sheduling theory is a well-established branh of operations researh, and has pro-
dued a wealth of theory and tehniques that an be used to solve many pratial
problems, suh as real-time problems in operating systems, distributed systems,
proess ontrol, et. [12, 11℄. Despite this suess, alternative and omplementary
approahes to shedule synthesis based on reahability analysis of timed automata
have been proposed in the last few years [6, 2, 1℄. The main motivation of this

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previous work is the observation that many sheduling problems an very natu-
rally be modelled with timed automata. Furthermore, the expressiveness of timed
automata renders the models robust against hanges in parameter settings and
hanges in the problem speiation. It has been shown that this approah is not
neessarily inferior to other methods developed during the last three deades [2℄.
The ase study presented in this paper is one of the four industrial ase stud-
ies of the European IST projet Ametist, whih fouses on the appliation of
advaned formal methods for the modelling and analysis of omplex distributed
real-time systems with dynami resoure alloation as one of its speial topis.
The appliation of timed reahability analysis to this problem is one of the main
subjets of the projet. Tehnial material related to this ase study, and dierent
approahes to its solution an be retrieved from the Ametist website [4℄.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The priniples of the
derivation of shedules by reahability analysis are skethed in Setion 2. Setion 3
ontains a desription of the ase study. Modelling issues and the use of heuristis
are disussed in Setion 4. The results of our model-heking experiments are
olleted and disussed in Setions 5 and 6. Finally, Setion 7 evaluates the model
heking approah to the ase study and onludes the paper.
2 Sheduling With Timed Automata
The synthesis of shedules using timed automata an be seen as a speial ase
of ontrol synthesis [10℄, and was rst introdued by [6℄, and by [2℄. In general,
a model lass that provides the possibility to represent system events as well as
timing information is suitable for real-time ontrol synthesis. In this paper, the
timed automata of Alur and Dill are used for modelling [3℄. These timed automata
extend the traditional model of nite automata with real-valued lok variables
whose values inrease with the rate of the progress of time. Clok variables an
be reset to zero and they an be used in guards for disrete transitions as well as
in guards for the elapse of time (this is used to ensure progress). In general, timed
automata models have an innite state spae. The region automaton onstrution,
however, shows that this innite state spae an be mapped to an automaton with
a nite number of equivalene lasses (regions) as states [3℄. Finite-state model
heking tehniques an then be applied to the redued, nite region automaton.
A number of model hekers for timed automata is available, for instane, Kronos
[13℄ and Uppaal [8℄.
Shedule synthesis using timed automata works as follows. First, a model of
the unsheduled system is onstruted. In our ase, this model onsists of the
parallel omposition of a number of timed automata. The non-determinism that
is present in the parallel omposition reets the unresolved sheduling hoies.
Seond, feasibility is formulated as a reahability property, for instane, \It is
possible that the prodution is nished by Friday evening". Third, the model
heker exhaustively searhes the reahable state spae in order to hek whether
the property holds. If this is the ase, then the model heker an provide a trae
that proves the property. In our example, this is a trae from the initial state to
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a state in whih the prodution is nished and it is not later than Friday evening.
The information ontained in suh a trae suÆes to extrat a feasible shedule,
whih is the nal step of our approah.
The advantage of this approah is its (modelling) robustness against hanges in
the parameter settings and hanges in the problem speiation. The disadvantage
lies in the well-known state spae explosion problem: the reahable state spae is
far too large to handle within a pratial amount of time for many interesting ases.
The approah that is used in this paper is to add heuristis and to use features
of shedules that redue the reahable state spae to a size that an be searhed
more easily. We argue that these heuristis are quite general and appliable in
many ases.
3 Desription of the Case Study
The ase study onsists of a problem that is almost a job-shop problem [11℄. The
problem is to shedule a number of laquer orders on a set of resoures (mahines).
Eah order is speied by an earliest starting time, a due date and a laquer type.
There are three laquer types, and eah type is produed following a dierent
reipe. A reipe speies the prodution steps that are needed to produe the
laquer, and inludes all onstraints suh as resoure and time usage and onditions
relating start and/or end times of subsequent prodution steps.
Figure 1 shows the reipe for uni-type laquers in a graphial representation as
given by Axxom. The irles represent proessing steps and are annotated with
the name of the step, the resoure that is needed for that step and the time the
step takes. The arrows in Figure 1 have dierent interpretations, e.g., an arrow
labeled with 13 represents the normal preedene onstraint while an arrow from
A to B labeled with 15 means that A and B have to start at the same time. An
alternative notation for the three reipes is introdued in the next setion.
As mentioned above, the problem has a lot in ommon with job-shop shedul-
ing. The main dierenes are (i) there are additional timing restritions between
prodution steps (e.g., there must be at most 4 hours between the end of the rst
prodution step and the start of the seond prodution step for uni laquers), and
(ii) an order must use resoures in parallel (every laquer needs a mixing vessel
during its prodution in parallel with other resoures).
There are two additional features of the ase study that need explanation.
First, an availability fator is assoiated with every resoure. This fator models
the fration of the time that a resoure is available due to the working hours of
the personnel. E.g., if a resoure is operated by personnel that works in two 8
hour shifts from Monday 6 am to Friday 10 pm (i.e., 16 5 hours per week), then
the availability fator of that resoure equals
80
168
. This availability fator is used
to approximate the working hours onstraint: the prodution time of a resoure
is divided by the availability fator. Seond, a performane fator is assoiated
with every resoure. This fator models the fration of the time that a resoure is
unavailable due to break-downs or maintenane. The performane fator is used
in the same way as the availability fator to extend the proessing times.
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Figure 1: Reipe for uni laquers as provided by Axxom. Note that the edges are not
neessarily preedenes; the meaning of an edge is speied by the number that it has
been labeled with (12, 13, 15 or 98).
Three dierent versions of the ase study have been examined:
1. Basi ase study. The performane fators are left out, but the availability
fators are onsidered. Furthermore, the proessing times do not depend on
the size of an order (i.e., produing 15000 kg takes as muh time as produing
5000 kg). Various instanes (with 29 jobs, 72 jobs and 219 jobs) have been
analyzed to hek salability of the approah.
2. Extended ase study. The performane fators are now inluded, the pro-
essing times are a funtion of the size of an order, and storage and delay
osts are added to quantify the feasibility of shedules. Furthermore, the
model of some resoures has been made more exat (for instane to model
setup times between proessing steps). There are two instanes: a version
with the availability fators and a version in whih the availability fators
have been replaed by an exat model of the working hours onstraint.
3. Stohasti ase study. This ase onerns the performane fators and has
been addressed in a separate paper ([5℄), whih is disussed in Setion 6.
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4 Modelling
This setion explains how the problem has been modelled with timed automata.
We intend to make the models that have been used in this paper available on the
Ametist website as soon as possible.
4.1 Information Transfer from Industry
A substantial amount of the time spent on the ase study went into the modelling
ativities. The most diÆult part here was the information transfer from Axxom
to the aademi partners. In the rst plae, there was a language problem re-
garding the domain spei interpretation of terminology. For this purpose we
ompiled an initial ditionary in whih relevant terms used are explained in natu-
ral language. This ditionary served as an agreement with Axxom on the main,
basi fats. Additionally, there was a doumentation problem, regarding the (im-
pliit) knowledge that always exists beyond any written speiation. This prob-
lem remained even after agreeing on the ditionary. This suggests that, beyond a
ditionary, additional validation of the basi fats would be desirable.
Another diÆulty was aused by the format that Axxom used for the reipes,
whih was neither standard, nor intuitive (see Figure 1). A better (from the
omputer siene perspetive, at least) representation had to be devised, resulting
in Figure 2. This new notation also helped to detet other gaps in the ase
desription.
Finally, Axxom is not working on laquer prodution, but develops tools for
value hain management. The ase desription they provided is to some extent the
desription of their own model of the original ase. Making our timed automata
models we faed the problem that we were remodelling another model, tailored
for another tool, rather than the original ase. One example in point are the
ourrene of very high delay osts. In theAxxom tool they are needed to simulate
hard deadlines by using (soft) due dates. In timed automata hard deadlines an
be modelled diretly.
4.2 Timed Automaton Models
The laquer prodution ase is very similar to the job shop sheduling problem,
involving just a few additional timing onstraints, and the basi modelling by
timed automata roughly follows [2℄. Eah proessing step an be mapped to
a sequene of three loations in a timed automaton (fragment), see Figure 3,
where the transition between the rst two loations laims the resoure, the seond
loation represents the proessing period, and the transition to the last loation
frees the resoure.
The sequential and interleaved omposition of the automaton fragments follows
the desriptions and timing restritions in the reipes. For eah reipe there is a
timed automaton (template) with free parameters for earliest start date and due
date. Five resoures are modelled as ounters, and the remaining resoures are
modelled as small automata (sine these resoures need their own lok). There
are altogether 29 (resp. 73 and 219) instantiations of the reipe automata with the
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Figure 2: An alternative graphial representation for the three reipes.
r e s o u r c e > 0
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e  1
t i m
e : = 0
t i m
e < = p r o c e s s
i n g _ t i m
e
t i m
e = = p r o c e s s
i n g _ t i m
e
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e + 1
Figure 3: A single proessing step modelled as timed automaton fragment.
example data for orders. The parallel omposition of the instantiated automata
and the resoure automata forms the system model.
When looking for feasible shedules we heked the reahability property \all
orders (automata representing an order) reah their nal state", where a guard
in the model only allowed to enter the nal state if the due date has not passed
already.
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4.3 Modelling Heuristis
The heuristis we used are more or less standard in operations researh, and are
thus not spei for this ase study. For instane, the \non-laziness" heuristi
as explained below is the same as onsidering only \ative" shedules [11℄. The
modelling of these heuristis an be seen as standard patterns that an be re-used
for similar ases.
Eah heuristi redues the searh spae. We distinguish two kinds of heuristis.
First, there are \nie" heuristis, for whih we know that for eah good shedule
that was pruned away there is a shedule in the remaining searh spae that is
at least as good. Seond, there are \ut-and-pray" heuristis for whih there is
no suh guarantee (i.e., the optimal shedule may be lost). Below we desribe
eah of the heuristis we used, and show our modelling into the timed-automaton
framework.
Non-overtaking
This heuristi is applied within eah group of orders following the same reipe. It
says, that an order started earlier also will get ritial resoures earlier than an
order started later. This heuristis makes sense if for every two orders it holds
that if the start time of the rst order is smaller than the start time of the seond
order, then the end time of the rst order is smaller than the end time of the
seond order. It is easy to see that for two orders following the same reipe, a
non-overtaking shedule an be onstruted from a shedule with overtaking. This
an be done if at eah moment when a resoure is assigned to the later order
(overtaking moment), we give it instead to the earlier order. This obviously is
also a \nie" heuristi, if the time-spans have the same length.
i d = = 0 o r p h a s e [ i d  1 ] > = k
r e s o u r c e > 0
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e  1
p h a s e [ i d ] : = p h a s e [ i d ] + 1
t
i m e : = 0
t
i m e < = p r o c e s s i n g _
t
i m e
t
i m e = = p r o c e s s i n g _
t
i m e
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e + 1
Figure 4: A timed automaton fragment for taking a resoure with non-overtaking.
Tehnially, non-overtaking was realized by (indexed) ounters phase[id℄, one
for eah order having the number id. Note, that the sequene of identiation
numbers id reets the sequene of starting times (and due dates, beause the
maximal prodution periods are the same). An restrition when taking a resoure
is, that the previous order id-1 already has already taken the resoure. When
an order is taken, the ounter phase[id℄ is inreased. In Figure 4 we extended
the basi timed-automaton fragment of Figure 3 by the ounter onstrution; the
original fragment is gray, the extensions are blak. Note also that we have a set
of ounters for eah of the three reipes (e.g., an order for metalli laquer may
overtake an order for a uni laquer).
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Non-laziness
In operations researh non-lazy shedules are alled ative. The following be-
haviour is exluded: a proess needs a resoure that is available, but it does not
take the resoure. Instead, the resoure remains unused, no other proess takes
it. Then, after a period of waiting the proess deides to take the resoure. (And
we regard this waiting time as wasted, whih is only true if there are no tim-
ing requirements for starting moments of subsequent proesses.) This is a \nie"
heuristi.
r e s o u r c e > 0
u r g e n t !
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e ¶ 1
t i m e : = 0
t i m e < = p r o c e s s i n g _ t i m e
t i m e = = p r o c e s s i n g _ t i m e
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e + 1
t i m e < p r o c e s s i n g _ t i m e
r e s o u r c e = = 0
u r g e n t !
r e s o u r c e > 0
t i m e : = 0
Figure 5: A timed automaton fragment for taking a resoure with nonlaziness.
Tehnially, we extended the basi timed automaton fragment of Figure 3 by
an extra loation that is entered if the resoure is available, but not taken as
depited in Figure 5; again, the original timed automaton fragment is gray, the
additional onstrution for non-laziness is blak. The new loation an only be left,
if there is another order taking the resoure. If for proessing time the resoure
has not been taken, a deadlok is aused, whih has the eet of baktraking and
searhing for other solutions. The intuition is, that if the resoure has not been
taken for proessing time the atual order ould have taken it without being in the
way for another order. Note that we use urgent ommuniation on hannel urgent
so that some transitions are taken immediately if their guards beome true, or
pre-empted immediately by another enabled transition, if it exists. To make this
work an automaton ontinuously oering synhronization on the urgent hannel
by a simple seloop in its only loation is part of the model. In the initial loation
of the automaton of Figure 5, therefore, when a resoure beomes available it is
either taken immediately or the idling state is reahed immediately.
Greediness
This is a \ut-and-pray" heuristi. If there is a proess step that needs a resoure
that is available, then the proess step laims this resoure immediately. By this
it exludes possibly better shedules where some other (more important, beause
loser to deadline) proess would laim the same resoure shortly later. Note that
greediness is stronger than non-laziness, i.e., every greedy shedule is non-lazy.
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r e s o u r c e > 0
u r g e n t !
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e Ì 1
t i m e : = 0
t i m e < = p r o c e s s i n g _ t i m e
t i m e = = p r o c e s s i n g _ t i m e
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e + 1
Figure 6: A timed automaton fragment for taking a resoure with greediness.
The modelling of greediness in a timed automaton is easy: the requirement is
that a resoure has to be taken as soon as it is available. The ommuniation via
an urgent hannel fores to take the transition as soon as the guard resoure>0,
is true, see Figure 6.
Reduing the Number of Ative Orders
When not restriting the number of ative orders (i.e. the orders that are proessed
at a ertain moment), it often happens that many proesses ght for the same
resoures, and blok other resoures while they wait. In our example the dose
spinners (2 instanes of these available) have to be used by eah proess twie,
whih makes them the most ritial resoure. Restriting the overall number of
ative orders avoids analysis of behaviour that is likely to be ineetive. This
heuristi was very powerful, but belongs to the \ut-and-pray" type.
Tehnially, we realized this heuristis by a global variable that is inreased
when an order starts and dereased when an order is nished. A start ondition
for an order is that the ounter has not reahed its upper bound.
Inreasing the Earliest Starting Time of Orders
This is a very simple heuristi that we use in the models that inlude osts. Ideally,
an order is nished right on its deadline: it then has neither storage nor delay
osts. Thus, when many orders are nished too early, their starting times may be
inreased to redue the osts.
4.4 Modelling the Extended Case Study
Some onstraints have been approximated in the basi ase study to simplify the
problem. In this setion we disuss the extension of the model to ope with the
full onstraints. We begin with an informal explanation of these onstraints.
First, there are setup times and osts. The lling lines must be leaned between
two onseutive orders if those orders are not of the same type. Thus, additional
leaning time (5 { 20 hours) is needed and there is a ertain ost involved with
leaning. Modelling this onstraint poses no problems. Instead of modelling the
lling lines by an integer variable, they are now eah modelled by an automaton
that keeps trak of the type of the order that has last been proessed by it.
Seond, there are delay and storage osts. The happiness of a ustomer de-
reases linearly with the lateness of his order. Thus, eah order has a delay ost,
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whih is a \penalty" measured in euros per minute. Similarly, if an order is n-
ished too early, then it has to be stored and this also osts a ertain amount of
euros per minute. In the initial problem, the osts are approximated by requiring
that every order must be nished before its deadline. A more rened ost model
enables us to prefer an order that is ve minutes late above an order that is weeks
early. Uppaal Cora
1
is a version of Uppaal for ost optimal reahability anal-
ysis in linearly pried timed automata. Uppaal Cora enables us to model delay
and storage osts in a natural way [7℄. It allows the representation of osts as
aÆne funtions of the lok variables. For instane, Figure 7 depits how delay
osts are modeled. Every order has a delay ost fator (df) that gives the ost
per timeunit when the order is too late. Furthermore, every job with id id has a
bit mlate[id℄ that is 0 when the due date of the order has not yet passed, and 1
otherwise. Every loation of the order automaton in whih the order is not yet
nished then is equipped with a speiation of the time-derivative of the ost:
ost'==mlate[id℄*df. A similar strategy is followed for modelling the storage
osts.
r e s o u r c e > 0
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e Þ 1
t i m
e : = 0
t i m
e < = p r o c e s s
i n g _ t i m
e
c o s
t '
= =
m l a t
e [
i d ] * d
c f
t i m
e = = p r o c e s s
i n g _ t i m
e
r e s o u r c e : = r e s o u r c e + 1
c o s
t '
= =
m l a t
e [
i d ] * d
c f
c o s
t '
= =
m l a t
e [
i d ] * d
c f
Figure 7: A timed automaton fragment for osts.
Third, there is the working hours onstraint. The laquer prodution is over-
seen by personnel that works in two or three shifts, depending on the mahine
they operate. Furthermore, the prodution is interrupted in weekends. Note that
this onstrained is approximated in the initial problem by the availability fator
of mahines. Another ompliating fator is that some prodution steps may only
be interrupted for 12 hours. Modelling the working hours onstraint proved to
be quite involved. A separate automaton was added that omputes the eetive
proessing time e, given the urrent time and the net proessing time . For in-
stane, if the urrent time and  are suh that the proessing must be interrupted,
then e =  + B, where B equals the length of the interruption. The additional
automaton is rather big and laborious to produe, but quite logial in struture.
5 Model Cheking Experiments
In Table 1 we olleted models and model heking experiments for the feasibility
analysis and shedule synthesis. The results were obtained using Uppaal 3.4.6
on a laptop with an AMD Duron proessor of 1GHz and with 512MB memory
running under Linux Red Hat 9.0.
1
http://www.s.aau.dk/~behrmann/ora/
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Table 1: Charateristis of models and experiments. Abbreviations in the \working hours"
olumn (wh) are: -:no modelling, av:availability fators, and ex:expliit modeling. Ab-
breviations in the \heuristis" olumn are: g:greedy, nl:non-lazy, es:inrement of earliest
start, and no:non-overtaking. The \-" in the \time" olumn expresses that the searh was
stopped after 1 minute. All measurements, exept the last one used a depth-rst searh
order. The last model is omparable to Axxom's model. The star means that we have
taken 6000 random-best-depth-rst runs eah stopped after 3 seonds.
orders wh osts heuristis at time min. ost found
29 - no - - - -
29 - no nl - 1s -
29 - no nl no - 1s -
29 - no g - <1s -
29 - no g no - <1s -
29 av no nl - 2s -
29 av no nl no - 1s -
29 av no g - <1s -
29 av no g no - 1s -
73 - no - - - -
73 - no nl - - -
73 - no nl no - - -
73 - no nl no 3 7s -
73 - no nl no 4 27s -
73 - no g - - -
73 - no g no - 53s -
73 - no g no 4 7s -
73 - no g no 3 5s -
73 av no nl - - -
73 av no nl no - - -
73 av no nl no 3 - -
73 av no nl no 4 3s -
73 av no g - - -
73 av no g no - - -
73 av no g no 3 - -
73 av no g no 4 3s -
73 av no g no 5 5s -
219 - no g no 4 8s -
29 - yes es no - - 575,177
29 - yes es no nl - - 642,719
29 - yes es no g - - 714,204
29 av yes es no - - 1,145,404
29 av yes es no nl - - 802,643
29 av yes es no g - - 902,750
29 ex yes - 5 ? 3,149,075
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The instane with 219 jobs reveled a number of salability problems in the
initial models and in Uppaal. In partiular, using 222 loks results in symboli
states of approximately 200kB in size. The solution to this problem was twofold:
First the models were hanged to reuse loks between jobs. In partiular, the
heuristi limiting the number of ative jobs also provides a limit on the number of
loks needed; and the non-overtaking heuristi provides an easy way of uniquely
assigning shared loks to jobs sine the starting order of jobs of a partiular
type is xed. This hange redued the number of loks to 3  A + 3, where A is
the maximum number of ative jobs. Seond, the 219 job experiment was made
with a development version of Uppaal. In partiular, this version of Uppaal
optimizes the suessor omputation for models with many deadloks and it xes
a bottlenek triggered by models with many proesses using urgent hannels. With
these hanges it is lear that our approah sales quite well.
The results show that non-laziness is suÆient for the ase of 29 jobs. When
using the availability fators, non-overtaking might have a small positive eet.
This hanges when we go to 73 orders. Greediness as the more aggressive heuristi
gives no (fast) results, but together with non-overtaking the searh terminates
within a minute. With additional restrition of the ative orders the results ome
muh faster. For non-laziness we get only (fast) results if non-overtaking and
restrition of the ative jobs is added. The experiments also show that the good
upper bound for the number of ative jobs an vary in dierent settings and an
only determined during experimentation.
Experiments have been performed also for the extended version of the ase
study using Uppaal Cora. For the models without the exat modelling of the
working hours onstraint, it seems that using non-laziness is better than greedi-
ness. Furthermore, it is essential to inrease the earliest starting time of orders
(otherwise they are nished muh too early resulting in large storage osts). A
shedule with ost 575,177 is equivalent to the situation in whih every order is
nished 35 hours too early (or every order is nished 50 minutes too late). Due
to the enormous size of the state spae, however, we are not able to tell whether
this is the lowest possible ost. Introduing an exat model for the working hours
makes the problem signiantly more omplex sine the symboli state spae is
severely fragmented and more deadloks are present. Still, we derived shedules
that are ompetitive with those provided by Axxom.
It should be noted that the non-laziness heuristi is not appliable to the
extended ase, sine storage osts make it protable to be lazy. Also the non-
overtaking heuristi is rendered a \ut-and-pray" by the addition of osts. The
greediness heuristi is not appliable either, but this is due to a limitation in
Uppaal. We urrently work on adapting all these heuristis to the extended ase
and expet the experiments of the nal version of this paper to be based on those
new models. These models will also inorporate the tehnique used in the basi
ase study for reduing the number of loks.
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6 Stohasti Analysis
As explained earlier, so-alled performane fators are used to indiate the perent-
age of time that a resoure is unavailable due to maintenane and break-downs.
The way in whih Axxom deals with this information is that the proessing time
on eah resoure is extended by the orresponding fator. E.g., if a mahine only
is available half of the time, the proessing time for eah proessing step using
this resoure is doubled. Shedules are derived assuming that the proess dura-
tions are extended in this way. This raised the question on the interpretation of
the shedules derived with the extended proessing times. Stohasti analysis [5℄
showed that the shedules derived in this way have less hane to reah the due
dates than shedules without extended times. The interpretation roughly is as
follows: if we reserve time for break-down when a resoure is atually available,
this time is simply wasted. Later, when the resoure really breaks down, there
will be too little time left to reah the due date. A onlusion is that extending
proessing times may give a useful indiation how many orders an probably be
done within a long time interval, say a few months, but it does not help for daily
ne-tuned sheduling.
7 Evaluation and Conlusion
We have shown that feasible shedules for a laquer prodution ase an be de-
rived doing real-time reahability analysis with the timed automata model heker
Uppaal. We ould treat instanes with 29 orders within 1 seond, and the ex-
tensions to 73 and 219 orders did not signiantly inrease the omputation times
(all less than 10 seonds, given the right heuristis). To deal with the full set
of onstraints of the original problem we had to introdue osts into the model,
viz., setup osts for lling stations, storage osts for orders that are produed too
early, and delay osts for orders that are too late. This transformed the prob-
lem into a ost-optimization problem, whih was treated using Uppaal Cora, a
ost-optimizing version of Uppaal.
A further extension of the model was needed to deal with the so-alled working
hours onstraints, whih inreased the size and omplexity of the model signi-
antly. Yet, also for this ase ompetitive shedules ould be derived usingUppaal
Cora.
On the one hand, it is lear that this appliation of model heking tehniques
to this kind of prodution sheduling problems is not (yet) push-button tehnol-
ogy: yo obtain results our models had to be onstruted with are, and the right
heuristis had to be identied. On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that
many prodution sheduling problems have similar ingredients and that modelling
tehniques and patterns for typial plant proesses and heuristis an be reused.
Further experiments have to be arried out to identify a useful ore olletion of
suh modelling patterns.
Of ourse, there still are a number of open issues. One important question
is the extent to whih our approah sales up. We treated 29 orders in the rst
experiments, and 72 and 219 in subsequent ones, whih did not require signiantly
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more time. We believe that this is due to the heuristi that limits the number
of ative orders, whih also limits the omplexity that we an handle in larger
problems. Currently, we are working on a ase involving some two thousand
orders. One of the problems here is even to onstrut a representative ase of this
size.
The use of performane and availability fators leads to questions of interpreta-
tion. Extending the proessing times by these fators an be used to analyze how
many orders should be feasible on a longer time sale. The stohasti analysis in
[5℄, however, has shown that using performane and availability fators to obtain
onrete shedules inreases the probability to miss deadlines. The use of these
fators thus makes models inherently approximative, and it does not seem very
useful to inlude ner information about penalties (suh as setup and leaning
osts) into the model, as is the ase now. It is unlear what modelling assump-
tions are best suitable for the derivation of onrete short-term shedules, where
storage osts have to be minimized and delay osts to be avoided. An idea that
we want to explore is that of using a form of shedule renement taking rough
long-term shedules as a basis for obtaining preise shedules for onrete short-
term. A transformation approah to sheduling, although in a dierent ontext,
was suessfully used in another ase study of the Ametist projet, viz., the Cy-
bernetix ase [9℄. Another idea that will be investigated is that of searhing for
shedules in reverse time, starting from the due dates of orders; valid shedules
obtained this way avoid storage and delay osts by onstrution.
The ase study also raised a number of pragmati questions onerning the
modelling proess. It turned out to be nontrivial to obtain all relevant information
from Axxom. In spite of our eorts to reate a ditionary and better graphial
representations, the models had to be hanged substantially in an advaned stage
of the projet, as initially provided requirements turned out to be over-speied.
The experiene suggests that beyond a ditionary, there should have been some
joint ativity to ertify the informal explanations. A related aspet is that the
problem desription of Axxom was strongly inuened by the apabilities of their
own planning tool. This implies that in some plaes we may have been remodelling
the Axxom model, rather than modelling the original problem.
Summarizing, we an say that our experiene with the Axxom ase study
shows that the appliation of model heking tehniques for prodution sheduling
is very promising. Still, onsiderable further work on modelling methods, re-
usability of modelling patterns, identiation and evaluation of heuristis { all in
the ontext of ase studies of greater orders of magnitude { is needed to develop
it into a readily appliable standard tehnique for shedule synthesis.
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